
Movian - Feature #690
resuming playback from where left off
09/09/2011 06:57 PM - jaffar alsaffar

Status: Fixed Start date: 09/09/2011
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 3.4
Description

ps3 showtime is a great application..I have been using it for sometime and it works like charm
I think it would be great to add resuming media playback from where left off especially for long movies (>2hrs)..or better showing a
message with two options (start from the beginning or resuming)..

thank you

Associated revisions
Revision 8ef5bccb - 09/21/2011 11:09 PM - Andreas Smas

Write current time of video in meta database when watching a video

refs #690

Revision 062df6da - 09/23/2011 09:59 PM - Andreas Smas

Resume video from last position when playing the same item again.

Can be disabled in settings

Fixes #690

Revision da15c977 - 11/02/2011 10:30 PM - Andreas Smas

glw: Fix focus bug

refs #690
fixes #752

History
#1 - 09/21/2011 11:12 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Target version set to 3.4
- % Done changed from 0 to 50

Half of this done now...
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#2 - 09/23/2011 10:00 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 50 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:062df6dacbde1eda248a3caeb9402a8fa501a3e9.

#3 - 11/02/2011 12:56 PM - Michael Lob

INFO:
Resume video can not be disables in settings.

FEATURE:
Add option (start from the beginning) before watching movie. Because Plugins also start at the resume positition.

#4 - 11/02/2011 07:28 PM - Andreas Smas

Michael Lob wrote:

INFO:
Resume video can not be disables in settings.

What do you mean by this?

#5 - 11/02/2011 08:57 PM - Tiago windcrusher

when you start an video, showtime starts the video from start but asks if you want to continue from the HH:MM:SS a popup in 3 seconds is not
answered the popup closes.

settings would be good if given the choice: RESUMING playback: YES / NO / ASK

#6 - 11/02/2011 09:49 PM - Fábio Ferreira

As I know (correct me if I'm wrong) there's already a setting in Display settings that let's you set if you want a video to resume from last known position
or start again, the problem is the layout of that page that avoids the boolean setting of it to be focused (using booleans between strings, sliders or
other settings types is bad idea).

#7 - 11/02/2011 10:05 PM - Andreas Smas

Tiago windcrusher wrote:

when you start an video, showtime starts the video from start but asks if you want to continue from the HH:MM:SS a popup in 3 seconds is not
answered the popup closes.

Sounds good. Autoclosing popups after a defined timeout is a good idea too
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settings would be good if given the choice: RESUMING playback: YES / NO / ASK

Yes, that's the plan. That's why it's a multi-opt button and no a simple on/off switch.

#8 - 11/02/2011 10:06 PM - Andreas Smas

Fabio Ferreira wrote:

As I know (correct me if I'm wrong) there's already a setting in Display settings that let's you set if you want a video to resume from last known
position or start again, the problem is the layout of that page that avoids the boolean setting of it to be focused (using booleans between strings,
sliders or other settings types is bad idea).

Yeah, the focus bug is recently introduced and something that's gone bad in the UI navigation code.
Working on fixing that
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